
White Paper: SOLYNX - Revolutionizing the Meme Coin Market 

Abstract: SOLYNX emerges as a pioneering meme coin built on the Solana blockchain, set to disrupt and elevate the meme 
coin landscape. Crafted with Solana's brand colors and infused with the delightful charm of cute animal themes, SOLYNX 
promises a captivating journey where cryptocurrency meets humor. With a total supply of 1,000,000,000 SOLYNX tokens, 
zero taxes, and renounced LP, SOLYNX aims to bring simplicity, reliability, and innovation to the realm of meme coins. 

Introduction: SOLYNX represents the realization of a vision to create a meme coin that not only entertains but also offers a 
secure and transparent investment avenue. Leveraging the speed and efficiency of the Solana blockchain, SOLYNX ensures 
swift transactions and minimal fees, guaranteeing a seamless experience for investors. 

Mission: Our mission with SOLYNX is to redefine the meme coin landscape by introducing a token that seamlessly blends 
entertainment with real-world utility. Through strategic partnerships and active community engagement, we strive to 
establish SOLYNX as a leading player in the crypto market, spanning diverse sectors such as finance, food, games, books, 
and distribution. 

Tokenomics: 

• Name: SOLYNX 
• Symbol: SOLYNX 
• Total Supply: 1,000,000,000 
• Tax: 0% 
• Contract Address: 9598mwrrcA6kUGTofNcsjdYw3qZPPVdAu89jDc71Lco 
• LP Burned: Yes 

Roadmap: 

Phase 1: 

• Build the core team 
• Launch Website 
• Establish Social Media Channels 
• Execute Pre-Launch Marketing 
• Deploy token 
• Launch on SWAP 

Phase 2: 

• Update DexScreener 
• Implement Post-Launch Marketing 
• Update Dextools 
• Achieve 2,000+ Holders 
• Launch Marketing Campaigns 
• Obtain CMC/CG Listing 

Phase 3: 

• Forge Partnership Alliances 
• Execute Influencer Marketing 
• Reach 5,000+ Holders 
• Secure CEX Listing 
• Introduce NFT Channels 
• Initiate Meme Takeover 



How to Buy SOLYNX: 

1. Create a Wallet: Download Phantom or your preferred wallet from the app store or Google Play Store. Desktop 
users can download the Google Chrome extension. (phantom.app) 

2. Acquire SOL: Ensure you have SOL in your wallet to exchange for $SOLYNX. If needed, purchase SOL from an 
exchange or perform a cross-chain swap and send it to your wallet. 

3. Access Raydium, Jupiter: Visit raydium.io or jup.ag using Google Chrome or the browser within your Phantom 
app. Connect your wallet and paste the $SOLYNX token address. Confirm the swap and sign when prompted by 
Phantom. 

4. Exchange SOL for SOLYNX: Complete the swap from SOL to $SOLYNX. Enjoy the convenience of trading with zero 
taxes, although adjusting slippage may be necessary during market fluctuations. 

Disclaimer: Investing in cryptocurrencies carries inherent risks. The value of SOLYNX tokens may fluctuate, and investors 
may experience loss of capital. Prior to investing, individuals should conduct thorough research and consider their risk 
tolerance. The information provided in this white paper is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as 
financial advice. 

Copyrights: All rights reserved. No part of this document may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by 
any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written 
permission of the copyright holder. 

Legal Notice: This white paper does not constitute an offer or solicitation to purchase securities or financial instruments. 
Any statements regarding future events or expectations are forward-looking statements and involve risks and 
uncertainties. The SOLYNX team disclaims any obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements. Investors 
should exercise caution and consult with financial advisors before making investment decisions. 
 

http://raydium.io/

